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Prof Jim Farrell
Lilly Vocational Scholar 2006-‘07

   Jim Farrell has been named St.
Olaf’s Lilly Vocational Scholar for
2006-07. The Lilly Vocational Scholar
conducts research and writing related
to the theological/spiritual

consideration of vocation and provides intellectual
leadership for faculty development activities associated
with the Lilly Grant Program.

   Jim will undertake two interrelated projects as part of
his Vocational Scholar activities. First he will work on a
book entitled, “The Nature of College,” in which he hopes
to “help students discover what they value (personally and
culturally) and why.” The book will examine
environmental dimensions of everyday aspects of college
life—food and drink, water and waste, electricity and
electronics, lawns and landscape, etc.—and the operative
values that are embodied in them. A cheeseburger, for
example, is part of lunch, but it’s also a statement of
American values.

   In a complementary essay called “All-Consuming
Vocation: The Work of Consumption,” Jim plans to
expand the notion of vocation from the traditional
understanding of being “called to serve” to include being
“called to con-serve and pre-serve.” Most Americans
influence the world through their consumption as much or
more than through their work. So maybe it makes sense to
think about consumption as work, and to ask what kinds
of consumption might contribute to the creative work of
the world and the planet.

Lilly Scholar continued on page 2
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Construction Zone

   Since May, Holland Hall and the
surrounding area of campus has been
under construction.  At the end of May, the
entire HH building was re-wired!  With
the exception of the computer lab on the
4th floor, all of HH lost all data and voice

Lilly Scholar
continued from pg 1

In his proposal, Jim noted that he
thinks students “are more likely to
accept theological and
philosophical considerations of
vocation when they’re embedded
in the actual issues of everyday
life.” As such, Jim will attempt to
link issues related to how we value
who we are and the environment
in which we operate with broader
issues connected to vocational
discernment and the way people
structure their lives.

services during the project.  Despite the inconvenience, faculty and staff
enjoyed working together and getting to know one another in HH 407,
which is the only place where you could access the network.  Now that
the work inside the building is done, we can print, FAX, phone, and
access the internet easier and faster than ever before.  A big thanks to
the professional staff at IIT, Telecom, and the contractors who did the
work.  We love the improved capability!
   The surrounding landscape around Holland Hall is also under
construction.  The lower HH parking lot as well as near the upper
parking lot were excavated– HUGE holes were dug – so that the
underground tunnels could be built in, connecting the underground
heating pipes, cables, etc., from Holland Hall to the new Science
Center.

Prof Entenmann
in Mongolia

   Bob Entenmann traveled to Mongolia and China last August
on a grant from the Freeman Foundation.  In Mongolia, he
spent three days with a semi-nomadic family, where he lived
in a yurt, ate fresh yogurt and goat meat, and rode horseback
for two days.  (He is still doing physical therapy for his back.)
He also visited Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia’s capital.  In China, he
traveled to Harbin, a city in northern Manchuria that once
had a large Russian and Japanese presence, and Hohhot, the
capital of the Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region.

   Entenmann will be teaching History 345 / China and Inner
Asia in the Fall of 2007.

Mongolian yurt

Note the huge satellite dish
to the left of the yurt.
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2006 Major wins National
History Award

Article submitted by Prof. Gary DeKrey

Noreen Johnson ’06 was awarded
one of six cash prizes by the North
American Conference on British
Studies for her St. Olaf senior
honors thesis:  “Richard III and
the Tudor Historians:  A Study of
the Humanist Understanding of
History.”  The prizes were first
offered in 2005-06 by the
NACBS, a professional
association of British history and
literature specialists in the US and
Canada.  Noreen began the paper
in the fall senior thesis seminar
(History 396) and continued her
work during the Interim and the
second semester.  She is now in
her first year at the University of
Minnesota law school.  Way to go,
Noreen!

New Book by
Emeriti, Odd Lovoll

Norwegians on the Prairie:
Ethnicity and the Development of the Country Town

(2006)

   The history of America might be said to be the
history of its small towns. Professor Emeritus Odd S.
Lovoll traces the development of three mid-western
towns whose histories reveal a distinctly ethnic flavor.
The American edition follows the earlier one published
in Norway in 2005 as “Norske småbyer på prærien. En
kulturhistorisk studie.”
   Benson, Madison, and Starbuck, all located on the
western Minnesota prairie, were settled primarily by
Norwegians and served as urban centers—railroad
hubs, destinations for trade, gathering places—for the
farming communities that surround them. This
pioneering study delves into the small-town and rural
experience of these Norwegian immigrants and their
descendants who resisted the pull of the city, instead
developing ethnic enclaves while simultaneously
taking active roles in the larger town community.  The
study reveals strong ties to the ancestral homeland
that are visible today in each town’s social, political,
and religious character.

Tim Howe in Greece
January 2006

By: Kayla Rasmussen

The 2006 Interim Classical Studies Greece, led by Professor Tim
Howe, successfully introduced 30 students and Mrs. Howe (Prof.
Howe’s mother) to Greek history and culture. For 27 days, the
group traveled to all the major archeological sites and museums
as well as a great many excellent local restaurants.  The main
focus naturally was on Classical Greece and the formation of the
famous Greek city-state, but touched on all of Greek culture,
from the Bronze Age to the Present Day.  Students saw Roman artifacts co-exist with their Greek
predecessors and modern descendants. Visits to the places where St Paul preached and the grand Eastern
Orthodox churches and monasteries showed the development of Christianity.  The Acropolis of ancient
Corinth perhaps best illustrates the interaction of cultures and time periods that this program offered.
Howe in Greece Continued on p 4
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Howe in Greece Continued from pg 3
The highest and oldest fortress on the site was prehistoric, with additional walls and fortresses expanded
outward by Classical Greeks, Romans, Byzantines, and medieval Turks, Venetians, and 18th century Free
Greeks. There was even a rusty canon or two from the Greek War of Independence.  But the greatest benefit
of a course like this was the ability to interact with the culture. My peers and I spent one month surrounded
by the history we were studying. By visiting these numerous and often dramatically different sites, and then
interacting with modern residents in local restaurants and shops, we learned how history was a constant
formation.

Dolores Peters

back from
sabbatical

Prof. Dolores Peters returns this semester from a sabbatical year during which she worked on a variety of
projects in two different areas.

Research in the history of medicine was her first area of focus.  She’s been examining the contributions of a
small core of Catholic doctors to the French medical profession between 1920 and 1947.  This period of
French medicine saw two especially significant developments:  the beginning of the specialized,
technologized medicine that we’re familiar with today, and the initiation of national health insurance.  Both
developments provoked a sense of crisis throughout the French medical profession.  Prof. Peters has found
that a core of confessionally Catholic doctors—individuals who claimed that they were good doctors
precisely because they were committed Catholics—emerged during this period as leaders of the French
medical establishment.  Their rise to prominence is all the more remarkable in light of the long tradition of
secularism and anticlericalism in the French medical profession.  Sabbatical allowed Prof. Peters to 1)
revise an article, “Catholic Doctors and Family Medicine:  Confessional and Professional Interests in Interwar
France,” sent to the Social History of Medicine; 2) initiate a project exploring the notion of vocation as a way of
framing an article on the medical autobiographies written by her “guys”; and  3) research the role of this
Catholic leadership during  1940-44, when the medical politics of the Resistance were determining the
shape of France’s postwar system of social security.

As part of her project on vocation, Prof. Peters successfully applied to become a Lilly Teaching Fellow for
2006-07.  A course-release in Spring 2007 will allow her to read broadly in the literature of vocation and
design a new course, “ ‘First, do no harm’:  Medical Vocation in Historical Context,” to be offered in Spring
2008.  Her research on the medical politics of the resistance is the basis of a grant proposal for archival
research in Paris and possibly Lyon.

The second area of sabbatical work for Prof. Peters was in the scholarship of teaching and learning (SoTL).
SoTL is a newly emerging field that focuses on how students learn.  SoTL inquiry is empirical research that
originates in classroom experience.  It differs from educational psychology in that it addresses student
learning in specific disciplinary contexts instead of treating learning as a generic activity.   During sabbatical
Prof. Peters drafted an article presenting a case study of her French history survey in which a Virtual
Archive is paired with an active-learning assignment to create an authentic opportunity for “doing history.”
Peters Back from Sabbatical Continued on p 5
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Peters Back from Sabbatical Continued from p 4
Her study demonstrates not only that undergraduates can adopt the recursive thinking necessary for “doing
history,” but also that they can do so even in a survey course, conventionally thought of as too concerned
with content and coverage to afford much opportunity for learning disciplinary practices.   Prof. Peters had
the opportunity to attend an intensive writing workshop for SoTL at the Carnegie Foundation in Palo Alto to
present and polish her drafted article.  The good news is that she learned she has not one article on her
project, but three; the bad news is that she learned this only at the end of July, with less than a month of
sabbatical left.  So, she now has three SoTL articles in various draft stages!

SoTL work has led Prof. Peters into yet another kind of writing.  With colleagues David Schodt (Economics)
and Mary Walczak (Chemistry), she drafted an article on SoTL activity at St. Olaf.  This article explores the
“fit” between this new field of inquiry and the mission and culture of liberal arts institutions, and is aimed at
educators and administrators across the country.  The three of them will send off this article as soon as they
decide where to submit it.

Although she concentrated on writing up the research she’s already done rather than travel to French
archives and libraries, Prof. Peters did do some traveling last year.  She presented work at two
conferences, which took her to Madison, WI, and to Vancouver, British Columbia—one of her favorite cities.
Last May, she and her husband vacationed in Montreal and Quebec City—two more of her favorite cities.
And, of course, they stayed at the Auberge Bonaparte!

Sabbatical also provided time for participating in activities that are tough to fit into a teaching semester.   For
example, Prof. Peters completed her third Mini-Medical School, a lecture series sponsored by the Academic
Health Center at the University of Minnesota; this series focused on bioethics.  She also saw the
controversial Body Works exhibit at the Science Museum, and attended an interdisciplinary lecture series
on the uses and abuses of displaying the body in anatomy and medicine.  Continuing the medical theme,
Prof. Peters joined preliminary discussions between St. Olaf and the University of Minnesota about jointly
offering a study-travel opportunity in Paris that would combine microbiology and the history of medicine.
(No, really….)  There was also time for lots of movies and her beloved Starbuck’s macchiatos.  Then there
was coffee with friends and the informal brunch club that she and Prof. Fitzgerald—also on
sabbatical—began.  Finally, she did some serious thinking about turning that movie addiction of hers into a
blog that would focus on movies and (re)visions of the past.

All in all, a good sabbatical.

Helpful History Dept websites

History Department main page:  http://www.stolaf.edu/depts/history/

Distinction:  http://www.stolaf.edu/depts/history/distinction/

Phi Alpha Theta:  http://www.stolaf.edu/depts/history/studentorgs/

The History Major:  http://www.stolaf.edu/depts/history/major/

Faculty:  http://www.stolaf.edu/depts/history/faculty/

Emeriti: http://www.stolaf.edu/depts/history/faculty/     This is new!
Courses:  http://www.stolaf.edu/depts/history/courses/

Society of Ancient History:  http://www.stolaf.edu/orgs/sah/
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Judy Kutulas publishes new book

The American Civil Liberties Union
and the Making of

Modern Liberalism, 1930-1960

Professor Judy Kutulas’ new book The American Civil Liberties
Union and the Making of Modern Liberalism, 1930-1960 comes
from 2 sabbaticals’ worth of research into the American Civil
Liberties Union.  She spent much of her time traveling to such
places as New York, Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles, and San
Francisco where she dove into university archives looking for
memos and case studies that brought to light the human side of
bureaucracy in the ACLU, focusing on such themes as the
differences between national and regional branches.  Examining
literature usually reserved for attorneys, Kutulas enjoyed picking
apart the memos and letters that gave glimpses of personality. One
example Kutulas found in her research was the story of a Japanese-
American facing internment by the government for disloyalty, after
WWII.  When the individual entered the internment camp, his
Italian-American girlfriend left him.  Kutulas found a series of
correspondences between a member of the San Francisco ACLU
and this interned individual in which the ACLU attorney expressed
his sympathy and offered support, and in one of their letters, the
interned individual asked for a pair of sunglasses for his trial: his
story had gained a lot of publicity, and he anticipated many bright
flashbulbs and reporters.  “Even in a bureaucracy,” says Kutulas,
“it’s all about the people.” She tries to incorporate this perspective
into her meetings and work in the History Department.

SAH (Society for Ancient History)
Museum trip to Chicago

in October
By Anne Zagrodnik, ‘07

During this Fall Break 15 members of the St.
Olaf Society for Ancient History attended the
club’s annual trip to Chicago’s Field Museum.
Of particular interest this year was the Field
Museum’s traveling exhibition of artifacts from
the tombs of Egyptian king Tutankhamum and
his family.  The group also visited the Omni-Max
theatre at the Museum of Science and Industry,
which was screening a 30-minute tour through
the monuments of Ancient Greece as well as
multi-media expose of the Bronze Age eruption of the Santorini volcano.  After a full day of visiting
museums and Chicago’s many types of public transportation, the Ancient Historians relaxed in Greek Town,
at the Parthenon restaurant, for Greek food, culture, and conversation.
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Emeriti Web Page

A new web page for History Emeriti was created
this Fall.  If you’d like to check out what Erling
Jorstad, Odd Lovoll, Bob Nichols, and Richard
Olson are doing these days, log onto

http://www.stolaf.edu/depts/history/faculty/
and see for yourself.

              

Mike Fitzgerald
back from sabbatical

   Prof Fitzgerald is back from sabbatical and
teaching full-time this Fall.  The classes he is
teaching are:

Semester I:
ARMS 122 / Intro to American Racial and
   Multicultural Studies
270 / Seminar: American History
288 / Civil War Reconstruction

Semester II:
165 / Slavery in the Americas
370 A / Seminar: Civil War (American History)
370 B / Seminar: 19th Century U.S. Social History

Note: all courses listed are History courses, unless
noted otherwise.

New History Faculty
     This year, we have 6 new faculty members
teaching in the History Department, part-time.
Please stop in and say hello when you’re in
Holland Hall.

Tovah Bender, bender@stolaf.edu
Term:  Interim
Office: HH 535, x3164

237 / Women in Medieval Europe

Megan Feeney, feeney@stolaf.edu
Term:  Semester I and II
Office: HH 509, x3164, Sem I
Office:  HH 535, x3164, Sem II

Semester I:
290 / Reel America: U.S. History in Film
Semester II:
290 / Reel America: U.S. History in Film

Andrea Robertson, roberta@stolaf.edu
Term:  Semester I
Office: HH 509, x 3164

161 / Race & Culture in Early America
198 A & B / America to 1865

Sarah Silkey,  silkeys@stolaf.edu
Term:  Semester II
Office:  HH 535,  x3164

181 A & B / Civil Rights Revolution
277 / African-American History

Aeleah Soine,  soine@stolaf.edu
Term:  Semester II
Office:  HH 601 A,  x3212

195 / Global 1500 to the Present

Brett Werner, wernerb@stolaf.edu
Term:  Semester II
Office: HH 601 A, x3212

275 / Environmental History
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History Department Student Workers
     We very much appreciate the hard work and dedication of all of the History Department Student Workers.
Our office and daily life wouldn’t run nearly as smoothly as it does, if it weren’t for each and every one of
you.  Thank you!

Elsa Kendig, ‘07
Jenni Stromer, ‘09

Hi! I’m Jenni Stromer. I’m from a
small town called Akeley in mid-
northern Minnesota. I actually live
about 20 miles away from Akeley,
but it’s the nearest town to my
house, so the post office says I
live there. So my house is in the
middle of nowhere, but it’s on a
lake and I think that makes up for
the fact that it isn’t very
accessible. I’m a sophomore here
at St. Olaf and I’m an
Art/Computer Science double
major. I love swing dancing and
I’m in Swing Club. When I have
extra time, I enjoy reading British
mysteries (especially anything by
Dorothy L. Sayers) and playing
card games. I also like fishing,
drawing, watching football,
singing, acting, and doing
anything outdoors. I’m fascinated
by moths, caterpillars, and nifty
rocks. My friends say I’m easily
amused, and they might be right.

Neil Hutton, ’08

Neil Hutton is a junior history
major from Kenyon, MN.  He
is a member of both the St.
Olaf Football team and
Chapel Choir.  Although a
history major, Neil also has a
special place in his heart for
German language and
culture.  This has lead him to
several opportunities abroad,
including a month in Vienna
last January and a trip to
Rome and then Wittenberg
this year.

I come from an idyllic place called
“Noble Avenue” in “Golden
Valley” Minnesota – truly, the
only thing that could make it more
perfect is if the animals talked.
Currently I am a senior majoring
in History and Social Studies
Education.  When not engaging in
moments of genius, I spend my
time trying to keep up on the
news, contemplating ‘the
mysteries of the universe’ with
friends and losing time (generally
while on the internet).  I also enjoy
all sorts of movies (though I
cannot yet claim the illustrious
title of “buff”) and have recently
discovered the wonders of
Bollywood.  Relatedly, a personal
goal for this year (as it would
probably not be appropriate in the
professional world) is to have an
opportunity to randomly break out
into song and dance in true
Bollywood style.

History Dept Student Workers Continued on pg 9
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History Dept Student Workers Continued from pg 8

Heidi Campbell, ’09

                              Grad
                            School
                        Materials

If you’re interested in going
to grad school, you can
peruse the grad school

materials in
Holland Hall 515.

     My name is Heidi Campbell
and I am a sophomore majoring
in French and Psychology.  My
hometown is Minnetonka, MN.
I love knitting—sweaters are
my latest obsession—as well as
running through the Arb, going
for early morning walks in the
natural lands, speaking French,
stargazing, and listening to
other people’s dreams.  My
most unusual skill is that on
bike rides I can usually predict
within a few tenths of a mile
how far I’ve gone.
     I’m not sure what I will be
doing after college—and
probably won’t know anytime
soon, which is fine with
me—but I will most likely go
on to graduate school for
psychology or French.  At some
point in my life I want to
become a French teacher,
probably at the high school
level.  I might even go into
family counseling (though I
might need a family of my own
before I can start giving other
people advice…).  I might even
find a unique way to combine
French and psychology, but for
now, I’m happy just knitting.

Kelsey Anderson, ’08

   Kelsey is from Littleton,
Colorado and misses her home
in the mountains!   She spent
last summer working as a
camp counselor, living at over
8,000 feet in elevation, hiking,
and whitewater rafting with kids
each week! She is now back at
St. Olaf for her junior year,
pursuing English and American
Studies majors and a
secondary teaching license.
Her favorite aspect of junior
year has been returning to
Kildahl (a first-year residence
hall) as a Junior Counselor.
Kelsey loves to sing--
sometimes in Chapel Choir,
other times in her room,
hallways, or pretty much
anywhere on campus.  She is
very excited for her Interim trip
to teach in Hawaii this January
and hopefully will return
refreshed and excited about
teaching!  This is Kelsey's third
year as a loyal History student
worker and you can find her in
the workroom on Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday
afternoons.

Emily Swanson
ES Instructor

   Emily Swanson is teaching
Environmental Studies 259 /
Saving Wild Places, Semester I.
Emily’s office is in Holland
Hall 601 A, her e-mail is
odegaard@stolaf.edu, and her
campus extension is 3212.
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Professor
Anna Kuxhausen

consideration at an academic press.  With the doctorate
behind her, “Prof. K” (as some of her students call her) is
enjoying teaching her Russian history courses this
semester and is looking forward to teaching a new Level
III seminar in the spring on the Enlightenment in Europe
and Russia.  Prof. K. is also developing a new Level II
survey course on ethnicity and national identity in
Imperial Russia, the Soviet Union, and Post-Soviet
Central Asia.  She’s hoping this course will also include
an MCS-G.
   Prof. Kuxhausen hopes to travel with her daughter and
husband to Russia next summer for a short research trip.
(The photo(s) included here are from two previous
research trips to “the motherland.”)
   Prof. K. and her family moved to Northfield in August:
“We’re loving it!”

in St. Petersburg

   Anna Kuxhausen successfully defended
and filed her dissertation this fall at the
University of Michigan – Ann Arbor.
Her manuscript, “Raising the Nation:
Medicine, Morality, and Vospitanie in
Eighteenth-Century Russia,” is under

in Saratov

Christmas Cookies
Wed, Dec 13

NOON
Holland Hall 515

Christmas cookies,
Cold Beverages,

Holiday music & Good Cheer!
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Lilly Teaching Fellows

   In addition to Jim’s work as St. Olaf’s Lilly scholar, both Dolores Peters and Eric Fure-Slocum will be Lilly
fellows. This means that they each have a course release this year to prepare a new course related to vocation
for next year.
   Dolores Peters will develop new materials for a course on the vocation of doctors and other medical
professionals. Grounded in the history of the medical profession in Western Europe and the US, the course will
examine the impact of factors such as medicine’s role in society, the development of professional ethics and
identity, and the public’s perception of physicians on the individual practitioner’s notion of vocation.
   Eric Fure-Slocum will design a course on “The Dignity of Work” in American history. The course will give
students a good survey of the history of work, framed in a way that foregrounds the ethical issues in the
political economy of labor.

~          ~          ~          ~          ~          ~          ~          ~          ~

Contact information for History Department Faculty
and Support Staff is listed below:

  e-mail ext. HH
History Dept –   3167 513
Departmenet FAX:   3462 507
       
Farrell, James  History Chair farrellj 3143 513 B
Hollinger, Nancy  AAA hollinge 3167 513
Bender, Tovah                             Interim bender 3164 535

Carrington, J. Laurel carringt 3628
Sem I, 535
Sem II, 509

DeKrey, Gary dekrey
3165
3229

HH 530
RML 212

DeLaney, Jeane delaney 3738 531
Entenmann, Robert entenman 3427 513 A

Feeney, Megan                      Sem 1 & II feeney 3164
Sem I,509

Sem II, 535
Fitzgerald, Michael fitz 3162 532
Fure-Slocum, Eric furesloc 3534 601 B
Hahn, Steven                           On Leave hahn 3164 535
Howe, Timothy howe 3826 533
Kutulas, Judy kutulas 3236 513 C
Kuxhausen, Anna kuxhause 3163 511
Nichol, Todd,  King Olav V Chair nicholt 3168 508
Peters, Dolores petersdo 3803 534
Robertson, Andrea                       Sem I roberta 3164 509
Silkey, Sarah                                Sem II silkeys 3164 535
Soine, Aeleah                               Sem II soine 3212 601 A
Swanson, Emily                           Sem I odegaard 3212 601 A
Werner, Brett                               Sem II wernerb 3212 601 A

Steve Hahn
on sabbatical

   Steve Hahn is on sabbatical during
2006-’07.  You can still reach him at
hahn@stolaf.edu.


